Two important factors that influence the force accuracy of the electromagnet-based nanoindenters but have not yet attracted much attention are analyzed, and a more reasonable way to estimate the force accuracy is presented in this paper. MTS Nano Indenter Ò , with the characteristics of a coil suspended in a uniform magnetic field by two sets of springs acting as an actuator and force measuring unit, is used as an example. One of the two factors is the uniformity of the magnetic field. The other is the stiffness of the supporting spring. Consequently, the practical force accuracy varies considerably from test to test because it firmly depends on the working position of the coil and the displacement stroke. A reasonable estimated accuracy value is of the order of 10 0 lN for typical indentation tests with a 10 2 nm indentation depth or a 10 0 mN test force.
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Introduction
The nanoindenter has become a main measurement tool in recent years in the micro/nano-mechanics and materials field owing to its capability for high resolution force measurements [1] [2] [3] [4] . There are several types of nanoindenters, for example, MTS Nano Indenter Ò (incorporated into Agilent in 2008), Hysitron TriboIndenter Ò , CSM Nano Hardness Tester Ò , MML NanoTest Ò and CSIRO UMIS Ò . Among them, MTS Nano Indenter Ò is the earliest commercial instrument and now has worldwide popularity. It has a coil-magnet component as the actuator and force measuring unit. In addition, CSM Nano Hardness Tester Ò and MML NanoTest Ò have a similar actuator and force measuring unit.
There have been many studies on factors influencing indentation test results, for example, indenter tip shapes, capillary force and the surface roughness of samples [5] [6] [7] [8] , but little investigation has focused on achievable force accuracy. The manufacturers usually like to emphasize the high resolution of the force, which has reached up to 50 nN so far. However, the practical force accuracy has never been given in specifications for these instruments. It should be noted that accuracy is a totally different parameter to the resolution. The former is usually defined as being near the true value, and the latter is defined as the fineness of detail that can be distinguished. It is obvious that accuracy can have a major detrimental impact on any final test results. This raises the question of why the very important parameter of force accuracy is invariably absent from nanoindenter specification documents.
One of the major factors is that it is very difficult to calibrate so tiny a force, for example the 50 nN mentioned above. The smallest traceable force currently reported is 5 lN [9, 10] . However, here, the root reason is that the mechanical response of the instrument and the sample are coupled together. The force on the sample (practical force) is not equal to the directly measured magnetic force. However, the calibration process recommended by more reasonable way to estimate the force accuracy is presented.
Mechanics model of MTS Nano Indenter

Ò
The structure of MTS Nano Indenter Ò is shown in Fig. 1a , which consists of a coil suspended in a uniform magnetic field by two sets of springs. When a current passes through the coil, an electromagnet force is generated to drive the indenter. If the magnet density B is a constant, the conducted magnetic force F e (t) is proportional to the excitation current I(t), i.e. F e (t) / I(t). Thus, the magnetic force can easily be measured by recording the current: where l is the lead length of the coil, and D is defined as the force sensitivity. However, the measured magnetic force is still not the force on the sample. To eliminate the possible existing friction, the probe, the coil and the capacitive displacement sensor are all supported and oriented by two sets of springs instead of a conventional bearing assembly. This introduces an extra spring force. In static tests, all damping can be ignored. The mechanics model is shown in Fig. 1b . Here, M is the moving mass, including the coil, probe, displacement sensor and indenter. K f is the stiffness of the machine frame. K s is the stiffness of the spring in the vertical direction. S is the stiffness of the sample. The relationship between the force on the sample F s (t) and the measured magnet force F e (t) is given by: where Disp(t) is the displacement of the coil, which, in fact, establishes that the force on the sample F s (t) relies on the stiffness K s . Based on the analysis above, the accuracy of the force on the sample F s (t) is influenced by two factors. The first is the uniformity of the magnetic field, which influences the accuracy of the magnetic force F e (t). The second is the stiffness of the spring, which combines with the displacement Disp(t) to take effect.
Experiments and analysis
Uniformity of magnetic field
The coil-magnet unit of MTS Nano Indenter Ò is illustrated in Fig. 2a . A coil is located at the orifice of the fixed magnet. The relationship between the magnet density B and the coil position Z is illustrated in Fig. 2b . As mentioned above, the linear relationship F e (t) / I(t) can only be satisfied in the uniform segment of the magnetic field, marked with a dashed box in Fig. 2b .
However, in practice, the magnet density B always fluctuates more or less throughout the whole displacement stroke. In other words, the force sensitivity D is not constant all the time, which results in the measurement error of the magnetic force F e (t). This raises the question of how uniform the magnetic field can be kept in practice.
The force sensitivity-position curve of MTS Nano Indenter Ò XP is shown in Fig. 3 . The fluctuation of the force sensitivity along with the position indicates the uniformity of the magnetic field. The mean sensitivity is 89.6 mN/V throughout the ±0.75 mm displacement. The maximum fluctuation of the force sensitivity is about 8%. This means the uniformity of the magnetic field is not very good.
Fortunately, the maximum indentation depth of MTS Nano Indenter Ò XP, described in the manual, is 0.5 mm. Here if the work segment is confined to +0.30 to +0.75 mm, as marked with a dashed box in Fig. 3 , the force sensitivity only changes from 92.6 mN/V to 93.0 mN/V. In this segment, the mean force sensitivity is 92.8 mN/V throughout the 0.45 mm displacement. The maximum fluctuation is about 0.24%. That is, the non-uniformity of the magnetic field can introduce about 0.24% error to the measured magnetic force F e (t) if the displacement stroke is limited in 0.45 mm.
Spring stiffness
As mentioned above, the force on the sample F s (t) is also influenced by the stiffness of the supporting spring. For MTS Nano Indenter Ò XP, the force-displacement curve of the supporting spring is shown in Fig. 4a , and the stiff- ness-displacement curve is shown in Fig. 4b . The mean stiffness throughout the ±0.85 mm stroke is 91.96 N/m and the fluctuation is up to ±16%. However, in the Eq. (2), the stiffness is regarded as a constant. Therefore, the fluctuation of the stiffness results in a measurement error of the force on the sample. The issue is how much error can be introduced in practice by this problem. A typical indentation test result on fused silicon is shown in Fig. 5a . The beeline segment before the zero force point shows the mechanical behavior of the supporting spring. The detail of this segment is shown in Fig. 5b . It is virtually no longer a beeline. The maximum force deviation is about 3 lN for a 750 nm displacement. Unfortunately, we cannot locate this segment with certainty on the whole force-displacement curve of the spring. Therefore, the force deviation for the next 1208 nm displacement into the surface cannot definitively be established. The estimated value is of the order of 10 0 lN, no matter how small the maximum test force is.
That is, the force error introduced by the spring is of the order of 10 0 lN, which is much greater than the force resolution of 50 nN described in the specifications.
Analysis
The first part of the error introduced by the uniformity of the magnetic field is proportional to the measured magnetic force (approximate to the test force). In a typical indentation test with the maximum force of 10 2 mN, this part of the error can be up to 10 2 lN. However, this part of the error will always be about 0.24% of the test force, which is acceptable for the nano/micro-mechanics test. However, the second part of the error introduced by the spring only depends on the indenter's displacement and has no relationship with the test force. For example, in a microcantilever bending test, the test force is 10 lN and the force error introduced by the spring may still be 3 lN if the indenter's displacement is still 750 nm. It is obvious that 30% of the force error is unacceptable in any mechanical tests. Therefore, the total force error cannot be determined with certainty by simply adding or subtracting the two parts of the error. A reasonable estimated accuracy value is of the order of 10 0 lN for typical indentation tests with a 10 2 nm indentation depth or a 10 0 mN test force.
Conclusions
Two important factors influencing the force accuracy of the electromagnet-based nanoindenter are discussed in this article. One is the uniformity of the magnetic field. The other is the stiffness of the supporting spring.
It should be noted that the force accuracy of this kind of nanoindenter firmly depends on the working position of the coil and the displacement stroke, which can vary considerably in different tests. Therefore, the force accuracy cannot be calibrated consistently. This may be the underlying reason why there is no definite specification of the force accuracy in these instruments' manuals.
In addition, an important suggestion for increasing the force accuracy is to improve the linearity of the supporting spring.
